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ABSTRACT A 3D numerical model of a degraded experimental small-scalefacility, simulating
an opaque rod bundle of a nuclear reactor core has been built from γ-ray tomography images. It has
been directly characterized by both extinction cumulated distribution functionsGext and scattering
phase functionsp. Gext strongly differs from the exponential function associatedwith the Beer law
andp strongly depends on both the incidence and the scattering directions. By assuming a diffuse
wall reflection law, we have directly determined a radiativeconductivity tensor with a numerical
perturbation method of the generalized radiative transferequation, associated with the previous sta-
tistical functions and introduced by Taineet al. Only the diagonal radial and axial components of
this tensor are not null. They have been fitted by a simple law,only depending on the porosity, on the
specific area and on the wall absorptivity.

NOMENCLATURE (Non usual)

Latin symbols
A Specific area per unit volume of the whole porous medium
B Generalized extinction coefficient at equilibrium
Gext Extinction cumulated distribution function
ge Extinction cumulated distribution function for a Beerian semi transparent medium
ki,j Radiative conductivity tensor
KnR Radiative Knudsen number
Kν Generalized absorption coefficient at equilibrium
Paν Absorption cumulated probability
paν Absorption cumulated probability for a Beerian semi transparent medium

Greek symbols
Π Porosity
Σν Generalized scattering coefficient at equilibrium

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper aims at determining an effective radiative conductivity tensor as function of the local spe-
cific area, the local porosity and the local wall absorptivity for characterizing the damaged core of a
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). This conductivity will beused in the ICARE/CATHARE code [1]
which is developed by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN). This code simu-
lates the evolution of a severe accident sequence in the coreof a nuclear reactor. In this scenario, most
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